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Abstract

A safety class field programmable gate array based system in nuclear power plant has been developed to

improve the diversity. Testbench is necessary to satisfy the technical reference, IEC-62566, for verification

and validation of register transfer level code. We use the open verification methodology(OVM) developed by

standard body. We show that our testbench can use random input for test. And also we show that reusability

of block level testbench for the integration level testbench, which is very efficient for large scale system like

nuclear reactor protection system.
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I. Introduction

Micro-processor based system has been used for

digital nuclear reactor protection system. Recently

field programmable gate array(FPGA) based safety

class system has been developed for the protection

system as a diversity method to improve the safety

of nuclear power plant. The development process of

FPGA is different from that of micro-process based

system. Therefore the verification and validation of

FPGA should be different with software verification

and validation which is used for micro-process

based system. There is no technical reference for

the verification and validation of FPGA until 2012.

International Electrotechnical Commission(IEC)

issued the technical reference of verification and

validation for FPGA named “Nuclear power plants -

Instrumentation and control important to safety -

Development of HDL-programmed integrated circuits

for systems performing category A

functions(IEC-62566)”[1]. IEC-62566 required the

testbench for the verification and validation which is

used to get the code coverage and functional

coverage[2,3,4,5,6] for the code written by the

hardware descriptive language(HDL). We develop

the testbench for the actual reactor protection

system VHDL code developed by Korea Atomic

Energy Research Institute and Doosan Heavy

Industrials & Construction. The testbench uses the

Open Verification Methodology(OVM)[7,8] which is

developed by a standard organization, Accellera. The

methodology is open source and very efficient for

large scale system like a reactor protection system.

OVM provides the library for the testbench

components and the library is written by

SYSTEMVERILOG which has property that can

generate the random test signal. After building the

block level testbenchs, we can build the integrated

level testbench using the block level testbenchs.

The reusability of block level test bench component
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gives us saving the workload for integrated test.

We show that how to build the block level

testbenchs for the early version RTL code of a

safety class system developed by Doosan Heavy

Industrials & Construction and Korea Atomic

Energy Research Institute and test results using

OVM. We demonstrate the reusability of testbench

component used in block level testbench for the

integration level testbench. We also have shown

that we can get the test results of each block

during the integration test without the modification

of Design Under Test(DUT).

II. Testbench Build Up

The purpose of a testbench is to analyze the

correctness of Design Under Test(DUT). This can

be done by the following steps[3]:

- Generate stimulus

- Apply stimulus to the DUT

- Obtain the response from DUT

- Check the properties of the response of DUT to

be hold

To this end, one can build the testbench as shown

in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 A simple testbench[3]

We called a simple testbench such as shown in Fig.

1. A test input is applied to input port of DUT and

simulate the DUT to check the specifications. A

simple testbench is very efficient for small size of

DUT. However, if the DUT is large and complex, it

requires a long time and lots of workloads[3]. The

layered testbech[3] as shown in Fig. 2 uses the

smaller pieces of testbench components, namely

signal layer component, command layer component,

functional layer component, scenario layer

component.

Fig. 2 Layered testbench[3]

Each component of testbench can be developed

separately. Also most of modules can be reused

when DUT is changed. Standard body, Accellera,

develops a layered testbench architecture called

Open Verification Methodology(OVM)[7,8]. OVM

structure is shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3 Open Verification Methodology structure

OVM uses SYSTEMVERILOG which is suitable

hardware descriptive language for testbench. The

advantages of OVM are the use of random test

signal and reusability for the integrated test as we

will show later on. Thus the workloads are saved

for the test.

1. OVM Structure[2,3]

OVM structure is shown in Fig. 3. The Agent is a

set of testbench components which allows to

generate and to monitor the pin level transaction.

Each component of Agent includes following:
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- Sequence item : set of test input vector for DUT

- Driver : covert the sequence item data to pin

level transaction

- Sequencer: deliver the sequence item to driver

- Monitor : observe the pin level activity and sent

to analysis component such as scoreboard which

compare the expected value and DUT output

- Interface : connect the driver and DUT

Analysis component of OVM include the following:

- Scoreboard : check the DUT behavior correctly

by comparing the expected value and DUT output

- Predictor : generate the expected value given

sequence item

- Coverage collector : monitor the functional

coverage using covergoup

2. Testbench build-up using OVM

In order to build up a testbench, we analyze the

DUT and identify the testable components of DUT

called block level component and set up the strategy

how we integrate block level components. As an

example we consider a part of early version of

digital output module in the FPGA based reactor

protection system which is developed by Doosan

Heavy Industrials & Construction and Korea Atomic

Energy Research Institute in the Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Integration of the digital output module

TX module convert the parallel data of process

module to serial data and its output consists of

function, module identification number, data, CRC

data and is fed to the digital output module named

FDO module. The output of FDO module is

function, module identification number, data to be

transferred process modules, and CRC data. The

output of FDO module is fed to RX module to

transfer the data to process module. The outputs of

RX module are the data, CRC, and memory address

to be stored. Testbench for FDO block is shown in

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Testbench for FDO module

We use the sequence items consisting of function,

module identification number, data, CRC data as in

Fig 6.

Fig. 6 Sequence item for FDO module

As for test input we generate constrained random

sequence for function sequence since the number of

function is limited. We generate the random

sequences for data. ID sequence is the identification

of slot and it is fixed. We compare the DUT output

with expected output in the scoreboard. The result

of test is shown in Fig 7.

All of 3415 sequence items matched with the

expected value. Similarly we develop the testbench

for TX block and RX block.
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Fig. 7 Test result for FDO

3. Integration of block level testbenchs

We develop the testbench for the integration of RX,

TX, and FDO block as shown in Fig. 8

TX, FDO, and RX block is connected through the

interfaces as shown in Fig. 9. Note that the

interfaces used in the integration level testbench are

defined and used in the block level testbench and

we simply connect the TX interface and FDO

interface, FDO interface and RX interface for the

integration testbench.

always @(TX.sout) begin

FDO.sin=TX.sout;

end

always @(FDO.sout) begin

RX.sin=FDO.sout;

end

Fig. 9 interface connection for the integration level

testbench

Since FDO input is fed from TX output and RX

input is fed from FDO output in integration level

test, we disable the drivers in the FDO agent and

RX agent as shown in Fig. 8. The test input is

applied to TX Agent, TX output feed to FDO, and

FDO output feed to RX. The expected value of RX

output and the actual value of RX output is

compared in the integration scoreboard in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Integration level testbench

The integration level test results in the integration

scoreboard are shown in Fig. 10. We use the 1000

test inputs and there are no errors.

Fig. 10 Integration level test results

The Fig. 11 summarizes the test results in the TX,

FDO, and RX scoreboards during the integration

test. If we do not verify the block level output

during the integration test, it is possible that there

is no errors in integration level test even if there
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are some errors in the block level. However our

integration level testbench can verify the block level

test results as shown in Fig. 11 during the

integration test without modification of DUT. Note

that a modification of DUT is not desirable for a

test purpose

Fig. 11 TX, FDO, and RX scoreboard during

integration test.

The Fig. 12 shows the code coverage results in the

integration level testbenches. We only build the

integration scoreboard for integration test, while

other components of integration testbench reuse the

pre-developed components used in block level

testbench. This can save lots of workloads for the

integration level testbench of the large scale system

like a reactor protection system.

Fig. 12 code coverage results for integration test

Conclusion

In order to satisfy the technical reference for FPGA

based safety class system in the nuclear power

plant, a testbench for Register Transfer Level(RTL)

is necessary to check the properties, i.e., code

coverage and functional coverage. We show that a

method of building up the testbench using OVM.

Since the library of OVM is an open source,

someone who is interested in build up a testbench

for the safety class system can use OVM without

the charge. The proposed method is very efficient

for a large scale system such as a reactor

protection system because of reusability of block

level testbenches in the integration level testbench.

And also we can verify the sub-module test results,

which imply that we can do the white box test

during the integration test. Moreover, the random

test capability in the proposed method can increases

the code coverage and functional coverage. We

show how we construct the test input and
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testbench using OVM for actual RTL code used in

the FPGA based reactor protection system.
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